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ABSTRACT

Background
Public awareness campaigns could address risk factors for melanoma to reinforce their sun protection message. The objective of this study is to prioritise risk factors associated with malignant melanoma (MM) to improve public awareness.

Methods
Design: A cross-sectional study with retrospective data analysis from 2004 to 2010.

Setting: Western Australian Melanoma Advisory Service (WAMAS), a tertiary referral multidisciplinary organisation providing MM management advice. WAMAS data files were analysed with histologically confirmed cutaneous MM. Forty-seven patients had two or more melanomas, but the patient file was counted only once. Six MM data files with missing or incomplete information were excluded.

Main outcome measures: The number of naevi, blood relatives with MM, and previous sunburns were the primary variables collected.

Results
The results showed that 70.9 per cent (268/378) had previous sunburn; 40.2 per cent (152/378) had multiple naevi; and 22.5 per cent (85/378) had a positive family history. In the 110 MM data files not associated with sunburn, multiple naevi and a positive family history represented 34.5 per cent (38/110) and 20.0 per cent (22/110), respectively.

Conclusions
The results confirm the findings of previous studies that multiple naevi and a positive family history are important risk factors associated with MM. We suggest that MM can be detected earlier and its mortality decreased by focusing on these high-risk groups who are not targeted by current public awareness campaigns.
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What this study adds:
1. What is known about this subject?
Increased naevus numbers and family history of melanoma are known risk factors for MM. It is not known if public awareness campaigns highlighting these facts or targeted skin screening of these groups could result in earlier detection of melanoma and therefore lower the incidence of metastatic disease.

2. What new information is offered in this study?
Risk factors for the development of MM are well known, but not communicated to the general public. The public is told to avoid excessive sun exposure as the predominant preventative measure. This study examines the medical records of patients with melanoma referred to the Western Australian Melanoma Advisory Service with reference to naevus numbers and family history of melanoma. Many patients with these risk factors would have had their melanomas detected earlier had they known their risk was higher than that of the general population.

3. What are the implications for research, policy, or practice?
It is hoped that better public awareness campaigns may lead to earlier detection of melanoma with an attendant better prognosis.
Background

Malignant melanoma (MM) is considered to be one of the most preventable forms of cancer and is associated with multiple risk factors. The literature identifies sunburn, multiple naevi, and a positive family history to be the most significant of these; however, their impact as predictors of MM development is poorly understood.

In Western Australia, MM is a major public health problem. The incidence of MM has continued to rise over the last two decades making it the most rapidly increasing cancer in the Caucasian population.1

In 2011, in Western Australia MM was the third most common cancer overall; the most common cancer in men aged 15–39 years and second only to breast cancer in women of this age group. In this state melanoma was the fourth leading cancer causing death in men overall. Between 2000–2011 in Western Australia, the average Breslow thickness of melanoma increased from 0.6mm to 0.65mm, and the percentage of thicker melanoma (levels III, IV, and V) increased in both men and women. From 2002–2011, there has been a modest decrease in the incidence of melanoma.2

Current public awareness campaigns directed at the whole population (primary prevention) focus only on sun exposure and the prevention of sunburn. They do not address these other established risk factors that have been well known among medical professionals for the past 30 years,3–8 and the link with multiple naevi was first documented in 1857.9

The increase in average Breslow thickness of melanoma in Western Australia in this period suggests later presentation of a patient with a melanoma and may indicate these public awareness campaigns could be improved.

The National Health and Medical Research Council does not recommend community screening for melanoma.10 The Melanoma Network, the Cancer Council Australia, the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, and others endorse this stance. Public awareness campaigns as well as advertising from chains of commercial skin cancer and mole clinics warn against the danger of melanoma and implicitly suggest that screening of any individual is a worthwhile initiative. In Western Australia many employers, including local government authorities, employ mobile skin cancer screening organisations staffed by general practitioners or nurses to screen employees at workplaces.11

Targeted screening—that is, examining individuals with multiple naevi and a family history of melanoma—has been conducted previously with encouraging results,12 yet universal screening seems to be widely conducted despite expert advice to the contrary. If expert groups have concluded that universal screening is unnecessary, then it follows that the cost involved constitutes a waste of health resources.

The landmark paper in 1988 by English and Armstrong13 showed that 54 per cent of melanoma cases arose in a subgroup of just 16 per cent of the population. This group comprised those with increased naevus numbers, time spent outdoors age 10–24, history of non-melanoma skin cancer, family history of melanoma, and arrival in Australia younger than 10 years.

In the intervening 25 years since this paper was published little has happened to improve education of the public about melanoma.

Numerous studies have assessed the relative risk of developing melanoma with absolute or localised numbers of naevi. A 1984 study by Holman et al. showed that more than 10 naevi on the arms was linked with an 11.3 relative risk (RR) for melanoma. A4 An Italian study in 1995 demonstrated a RR of 2.6 for 10–30 total body count of naevi, and a study by Holly et al. in 1987 demonstrated that 4.4 was the relative risk for total naevus count of 26–50.

Aims

The objective of this study is to prioritise melanoma risk factors: sunburn, multiple naevi, and a positive family history. It is hypothesised that additional public health campaigns targeting high-risk people (secondary prevention) with multiple naevi and a positive family history of MM would improve public awareness, increase the early detection of thinner MM lesions, and thereby minimise MM-associated morbidity and mortality.

Sun exposure and sunburn—widely accepted as the primary cause of MM even though the exact mechanism remains unclear11,12 and essentially the only message promoted in awareness campaigns—may not be as strong a predictor of MM development as previously thought. It appears that in certain high-risk people without a history of sunburn, MM development is likely, and early detection (rather than prevention) must be a focus of campaigns.

Methods

This cross-sectional study allowed the retrospective collection and analysis of all data files referred to the Western Australia Melanoma Advisory Service (WAMAS) with histologically confirmed cutaneous MM of any
thickness diagnosed between 2004 and 2010. WAMAS, a multidisciplinary unit established by the Western Australian Health Department and St John of God Hospital, Subiaco, provides comprehensive advice regarding the management of MM. Their data files represent approximately 10 per cent of the state’s total melanomas.

Sunburn, multiple naevi, and a positive family history were the main variables collected. Multiple melanomas were each recorded as separate data files and included in the data collection. MM data files with missing or incomplete information were excluded from the study. A control group was not included as it was outside the scope of the study.

Data were obtained from forms completed by patients and dermatologists at WAMAS. All data was stored electronically on the WAMAS database and extracted as complete files. Statistical analysis was performed using Pivot tables in Excel spreadsheets to determine the proportions of each risk factor in the sample population. The results were summarised and presented as text and figures.

This low-risk design meant that there was no contact with any participants in the study. All participants had given consent for their information to be used for future research. Approval was obtained from the Human and Research Ethics Committees (HREC) of St John of God Health Care (SJGHC), Subiaco (Ref: 413) and The University of Notre Dame (UNDA), Fremantle. Privacy and confidentiality were maintained at all times in accordance with standard research protocols and section 95A of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).

**Multiple naevi**

Multiple naevi refer to more than 20 melanocytic naevi. In this study, melanocytic naevi are defined as “light to dark brown or black pigmented macules or papules, 2mm or greater in diameter, reasonably well defined, darker in colour than surrounding skin and not having features of freckles, solar lentigines, seborrheic keratoses, café-au-lait spots, or non-melanocytic lesions”. A dermatologist examined each patient and total naevi were counted and categorised into groups (<20, 20–50, 50–100, 100–200, 200–500, >500). Acquired and congenital melanocytic naevi were both included in the counts. The number of naevi is believed to parallel an increasing risk of melanoma.

A positive family history refers to participants that have any blood relative (first-degree or second-degree) with past or present cutaneous MM. Participants were categorised according to their knowledge of family history (Yes, No, Unsure). If present, it was further categorised according to the number of blood relatives with melanoma (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, >5).

Data were also collected on hair colour (brown, blonde, red) and eye colour (blue, hazel, brown).

**Sunburn**

Sunburn refers to a previous sun exposure sufficient to produce sunburn with or without blistering of the skin. Participants were categorised into groups (Yes, No). If present, it was further categorised according to the number of occasions this occurred (0, 1–5, 5–10, 10–20, >20). Data was also collected on skin type (I–III are pale with a tendency to easily burn and poor ability to tan; IV–VI are dark with tendency to easily tan and poor ability to burn).

**Results**

Three hundred and seventy eight MM data files were analysed from a total of 431 obtained from WAMAS between 2004 and 2010. Of these, 57.1 per cent (216/378) were males and the average age was 56.8 years (range 17–87 years).

Sunburn 70.9 per cent (268/378), multiple naevi 40.2 per cent (152/378), and a positive family history 22.5 per cent (85/378) are highly prevalent risk factors associated with MM. Figure 1 demonstrates this in a simple bar graph while Figure 2 demonstrates this in a Venn diagram conveying the subsequent overlap of each risk factor which may co-exist in the same data file.

![Figure 1: Bar graph of risk factors](image-url)
**Figure 2: Venn diagram of risk factors**

In the 85 MM data files with a positive family history, 50.6 per cent (43/85) had blue eyes, 32.9 per cent (28/85) had red or blonde hair, and 88.2 per cent (75/85) had skin type I–III. In the 110 MM data files not associated with sunburn, 34.5 per cent (38/110) had multiple naevi, and 20.0 per cent (22/110) had a positive family history. Figure 3 demonstrates this in a simple bar graph.

**Figure 3: Bar graph of positive family history**

**Discussion**

This study shows that in addition to sunburn, having multiple naevi and a positive family history are important risk factors associated with MM. It suggests that MM development may be predicted in specific populations according to these risk factors.

We acknowledge that sunburn is a significant risk factor associated with MM. This is highlighted by the 70.1 per cent (268/378) prevalence in this study and supports the role of primary prevention strategies to limit sun exposure. However, the retrospective assessment of sun exposure and potential for recall bias, coupled with the difficulty in differentiating sunburn history, sun exposure habits, ability to tan, and other phenotypic factors, suggest this could be an overestimation.

Furthermore, approximately 20 per cent of the MM globally occurs in non-Caucasians that have skin types III–VI with a resistance to sunburn or develop at sites rarely exposed to sun. This suggests that sunburn is not an essential component of MM development and our study supports this with sunburn being absent in 29.1 per cent (110/378) of the MM data files.

In view of the increasing incidence of MM and the “Slip, slop, slap” campaigns that may inadvertently suggest there is a “safe” sun tan, we believe that sun exposure should not be the sole focus of public awareness, and it appears previous literature reviews concur.

We suggest that new multi-strategic campaigns targeting people based on the risk factors identified in this study, need to be introduced. We postulate that this would optimise public awareness of MM and lead to early detection, especially in high-risk groups with multiple naevi and/or a positive family history who are ignorant of the fact that they have a heightened risk of developing melanoma.

Evidence to support this new approach to public awareness is well documented in previous literature: the total number of naevi is the most important independent risk factor for MM development; the relative risk of MM increases linearly with rising numbers of naevi corresponding to a 4.4–10.7 times higher risk in individuals with more than 25 naevi compared to individuals without multiple naevi; there is a potential for genetic predisposition to MM development; sunburn is highly dependent on skin type, a trait which is largely inherited, usually occurring in people with blue eyes, blonde/red hair, and skin types I–III that are more likely to burn rather than tan.

This implies that the 40.2 per cent (152/378) of MM patients in this study who had more than 20 naevi, and the 22.5 per cent (85/378) with a positive family history...
—50.6 per cent (43/85) with blue eyes, 32.9 per cent (28/85) with blonde or red hair, and 88.2 per cent (75/85) with skin types I—III—could have been identified as high-risk for MM development prior to their diagnosis.

WAMAS is often identified as dealing with complex and more advanced disease so that the cases included here may not be representative of MM in Western Australia generally as the majority of MM in this state are thin melanomas.

Conclusion
Although the risk factors for melanoma outlined here have been known to the medical profession for many years, the public has not been informed. Future public awareness campaigns which target patients with a family history of melanoma and patients with multiple naevi to reinforce the well worn “sun smart” message may help with earlier detection of melanoma and lessen morbidity and mortality of this disease.
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